Prediction of efficacy for conversion from adjunctive therapy to monotherapy with eslicarbazepine acetate 800 mg once daily for partial-onset epilepsy
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Purpose: Eslicarbazepine acetate (ESL) is a once-daily (QD) oral antiepileptic drug (AED) indicated for partial-onset seizures (POS). Clinical studies of gradual conversion to ESL 1,200 and 1,600 mg QD monotherapies were previously conducted in patients with POS who were not well-controlled by 1 or 2 AEDs. This report describes modeling and simulation of plasma eslicarbazepine (primary active metabolite of ESL) concentrations and time to monotherapy study exit to predict efficacy for conversion to ESL monotherapy at a lower dose of 800 mg, as an option for patients requiring or not tolerating higher doses since this regimen is effective in adjunctive therapy for POS.

Patients and methods: A previously developed population pharmacokinetic model for ESL monotherapy was used to predict minimum plasma eslicarbazepine concentration (Cmin) in 1,500 virtual patients taking 1 (n=1,000) or 2 (n=500) AEDs at baseline, treated with ESL 400 mg QD for 1 week, followed by 800 mg QD for 17 weeks (similar to ESL monotherapy trials where the other AEDs were withdrawn during the first 6 weeks following titration to the randomized ESL dose). Model-predicted Cmin as a time-varying covariate and number of baseline AEDs were used to determine the weekly probability of each patient meeting exit criteria (65.3% threshold) indicative of worsening seizure control in 500 simulated ESL monotherapy trials. A previously developed extended Cox proportional hazards exposure–response model was used to relate time-varying eslicarbazepine exposure to the time to study exit.

Results: For virtual patients receiving ESL monotherapy (800 mg QD), the 95% upper prediction limit for exit rate at 112 days of 34.9% in patients taking 1 AED at baseline was well below the 65.3% threshold from historical control trials, while the estimate for patients taking 2 AEDs (70.6%) was slightly above the historical control threshold.

Conclusion: This model-based assessment supports conversion to ESL 800 mg QD monotherapy for POS in adults taking 1 AED. For patients taking 2 concomitant AEDs, however, prescribers should consider maintenance doses of 1,200 or 1,600 mg ESL QD to reduce the likelihood of seizure worsening if conversion to ESL monotherapy is contemplated.
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Introduction

Eslicarbazepine acetate (ESL, Aptiom®, Sunovion Pharmaceuticals Inc., Marlborough, MA, USA; Zebinix®, BIAL – Portela & Cª, S.A., S. Mamede do Coronado, Portugal) is a once-daily (QD) oral antiepileptic drug (AED) approved as adjunctive treatment for partial-onset seizures (POS) for adults in the USA, Europe, and Canada and as monotherapy for POS in the USA. ESL was also recently approved in Europe as monotherapy...
for POS in adults with newly diagnosed epilepsy. A study of ESL as monotherapy for newly diagnosed partial-onset seizures showed noninferiority to carbamazepine; however, this study was conducted in a different population than the trials for conversion to monotherapy in treatment-resistant patients. Following oral dosing, ESL is rapidly and extensively metabolized to the active metabolite, eslicarbazepine, which is thought to act primarily by preferentially stabilizing the inactivated state of voltage-gated sodium channels.

Conversion to ESL monotherapy (1,200 and 1,600 mg QD) has been studied in 2 Phase 3 studies (093-045 and 093-046) in adults with POS at 800 mg QD daily. During follow-up, 31.6% of the patients reported ESL-related adverse events, most commonly somnolence (8.7%) and dizziness (6.1%), and 3.6% discontinued due to adverse events.

This report describes the use of a time-to-event model as a basis for simulations estimating the efficacy of conversion to ESL monotherapy 800 mg QD in patients previously receiving 1 or 2 AEDs as this lower dose was not examined as a maintenance dose regimen in the Phase 3 monotherapy studies. Efficacy outcomes were estimated for comparison between patients converting from either 1 or 2 AEDs to ESL (~70% of patients were taking 1 AED during the baseline period). Since this report describes model-based simulations based on the Phase 3 conversion to monotherapy trials specifically designed to convert patients from their prior AED therapy to ESL, the resulting dosing recommendations should not be extrapolated for use in patients receiving ESL 800 mg QD monotherapy as initial treatment of POS.

Methods

Study design and patient population

Population pharmacokinetics (PK) and time-to-event models used for the simulations described in this report were previously developed using data from patients who participated in the 2 Phase 3 conversion-to-ESL-monotherapy studies (Studies 093-045 and 093-046 of identical design) as previously reported. Patients aged 16–70 years with POS were eligible for study participation if the following criteria were met: documented electroencephalogram recording consistent with POS; ≥4 POS during the 8 weeks before screening with no seizure-free period ≥4 weeks; treatment with stable doses of 1 or 2 AEDs in the 4 weeks before screening (if receiving 2 AEDs at screening, only 1 AED could be a sodium channel blocker (ie, phenytoin, carbamazepine, oxcarbazepine, or lamotrigine) and only 1 could be in the upper dose range (greater than approximately two-thirds of its defined daily dose); and no additional/potential health complications (elderly patients [65–70 years] only).

After an 8-week baseline period, eligible patients were randomized 2:1 to receive oral ESL (1,600 or 1,200 mg tablets QD), and began the 18-week double-blind treatment period (2-week ESL titration, 6-week withdrawal of concomitant AEDs, 10-week ESL monotherapy). The primary efficacy endpoint was study exit based on meeting ≥1 of 5 prospectively defined exit criteria (signifying worsening seizure control) between the start of the AED withdrawal period and the end of the monotherapy period.

Seizure diaries were completed daily by each patient or their caregiver throughout the study. Blood samples were collected prior to in-clinic study dose administration at
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Simulation of study exit

In the conversion-to-monotherapy trial design, patients met the primary endpoint of exiting the study if 1 or more pre-defined exit criteria indicative of worsening seizure control4–6 applied: 1 episode of status epilepticus; 1 secondary generalized partial seizure (for patients without generalized seizures during 6 months prior to screening); twofold increase from baseline in consecutive 28-day seizure rate; twofold increase from baseline in consecutive 2-day seizure rate; or worsening of seizures or increase in seizure frequency (as judged by the investigator).

The time to study exit model used to evaluate the exposure–response relationship for ESL efficacy in patients administered ESL 1,200 or 1,600 mg QD was previously developed with data from the conversion-to-monotherapy trials.12 The exposure–response model was characterized using an extended Cox proportional hazards model to relate time-varying eslicarbazepine exposure \( C_{\text{min}} \) and number of AEDs at baseline to the hazard of study exit. The hazard function describing the risk of study exit is expressed as

\[
\lambda(t) = \lambda_0(t) e^{\beta \cdot x_i}
\]

where \( \lambda_0(t) \) is the baseline hazard estimated using the 1,200 and 1,600 mg data; \( \beta \) is the vector of parameter estimates for eslicarbazepine \( C_{\text{min}} \) and the baseline number of AEDs; and \( x_i \) is the vector of covariates for an individual patient. The parameter vector \( \beta \) was estimated using maximum partial likelihood in SAS® (version 9.2, Cary, NC, USA, 2009). The parameter estimates and corresponding precision of the estimates for the exposure–response model of time to study exit are provided in Table 1. To confirm the predictive ability of the time to study model as a basis for the current analysis, the study exit rates at Day 112 for the 1,200 and 1,600 mg regimens by baseline number of AEDs were predicted.

Although both eslicarbazepine \( C_{\text{min}} \) and baseline number of AEDs were statistically significant predictors of the time to study exit \( (p=0.0018 \text{ and } p=0.0001, \text{ respectively}) \), the effect size for the baseline number of AEDs was of considerably larger magnitude. The Cox hazard ratio for the effect of \( C_{\text{min}} \) on time to study exit was 0.905 (95% confidence interval [CI]: 0.850, 0.963), indicating that with increasing eslicarbazepine exposure, or more specifically, for each increase of 1,000 ng/mL of \( C_{\text{min}} \), the hazard for study exit was decreased by 9.5%. The Cox hazard ratio for the effect of 1 baseline AED on time to study exit was 0.380 (95% CI: 0.232, 0.624), indicating that the risk of study exit for 1 baseline AED is 38% the risk for 2 baseline AEDs. Using this model of the time to study exit, the predicted \( C_{\text{min}} \) on selected weeks and the number of baseline AEDs (1 or 2) were used to determine...

Simulation of eslicarbazepine exposure

The virtual patient population of 1,500 was generated by random resampling of the patient characteristics previously shown to be significant predictors of PK (weight and gender)11 from the 296 patients in the 2 Phase 3 studies. Resampling was used to ensure that the distribution of demographic characteristics in the virtual population was similar to the observed distribution from the actual patient population. The number of baseline AEDs was randomly assigned in a 2:1 ratio (1 AED at baseline: 2 AEDs at baseline) based on the observed distribution of use. Five hundred clinical trials were simulated.

Biweekly estimates of eslicarbazepine exposure (minimum plasma eslicarbazepine concentration \( C_{\text{min}} \)) during the 18 weeks of treatment with ESL (1 week of ESL 400 mg QD and 17 weeks of ESL 800 mg QD; same study design as in monotherapy Studies 093-045 and 093-046) were calculated for each virtual patient based on simulation as in monotherapy Studies 093-045 and 093-046) were conducted according to the US Office of Federal Regulations, the principles of Good Clinical Practice, the World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki (1989), and the International Conference on Harmonization guidelines and in accordance with national, state, and local laws of the pertinent regulatory authorities. All subjects were required to provide written informed consent prior to study enrollment.

Weeks 8, 11, 14, and 18 after randomization for measurement of eslicarbazepine concentrations. In these studies, PK and seizure frequency measurements were available from 296 patients, of whom 199 patients converted to monotherapy from 1 AED and 97 patients converted from 2 AEDs.

Studies 093-045 and 093-046 were conducted according to the US Office of Federal Regulations, the principles of Good Clinical Practice, the World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki (1989), and the International Conference on Harmonization guidelines and in accordance with national, state, and local laws of the pertinent regulatory authorities. All subjects were required to provide written informed consent prior to study enrollment.
the probability of study exit (leaving the trial on each week) for each virtual patient in each virtual trial.

The 95% prediction interval for the probability of survival (and exit rate = 1 – survival) was determined every other week for virtual patients converting to ESL 800 mg QD monotherapy who were on 1 or 2 AEDs at baseline. A schematic diagram of the overall study design and simulation methods is shown in Figure 1.

**Comparison with historical control**

A historical control, representative of the placebo/pseudo-placebo groups in 8 historical conversion-to-monotherapy trials, is currently the standard for comparison in conversion-to-monotherapy AED trials.\(^7\) To compare the exit rate for the historical control with that for a new AED, the key statistic is the lower bound of the 95% prediction interval of the overall historical control exit rate; at a type I error rate of ≤5%, this equates to an exit rate of 65.3% at 112 days for the historical control (based on 8 studies).\(^{13}\) The same statistic was used to compare the simulated outcome for ESL 800 mg QD with that for the historical control; if the 95% upper prediction limit of the simulated exit rate is ≤65.3%, then the null hypothesis (that the exit rate for ESL 800 mg QD is equal to that for the historical control) would be rejected.

**Table 1** Population PK parameter estimates and standard errors for the exposure–response model describing the time to study exit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Standard error</th>
<th>%SEM</th>
<th>Hazard ratio</th>
<th>95% CI for hazard ratio lower bound</th>
<th>95% CI for hazard ratio upper bound</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 AED at baseline</td>
<td>−0.9674</td>
<td>0.2528</td>
<td>26.129</td>
<td>0.380</td>
<td>0.232</td>
<td>0.624</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eslicarbazepine (C_{\text{min}}/1,000) ng/mL</td>
<td>−0.0997</td>
<td>0.0319</td>
<td>31.9727</td>
<td>0.905</td>
<td>0.850</td>
<td>0.963</td>
<td>0.0018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** PK, pharmacokinetic; %SEM, standard error of the parameter estimate/parameter estimate ×100%; CI, confidence interval; AED, antiepileptic drug; \(C_{\text{min}}\), predicted minimum plasma eslicarbazepine concentration.

**Figure 1** Application of the population pharmacokinetic model and the time-to-event model to predict probability of survival (not exiting the study) during conversion to ESL monotherapy (800 mg QD).

**Notes:** The development of the population PK model\(^{11}\) and the PK/PD time to study exit model\(^{12}\) has been previously described.

**Abbreviations:** AED, antiepileptic drug; \(C_{\text{min}}\), minimum plasma eslicarbazepine concentration; ESL, eslicarbazepine acetate; \(n\), number of patients; PK, pharmacokinetic; PK/PD, pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic; QD, once daily; wk, week.
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Results

Table 2 provides the summary statistics of the demographic characteristics of the patients included in the monotherapy trials and the virtual patients from the 500 simulated clinical trials. Based on the resampling technique implemented, the distributions of the virtual patient demographic characteristics are similar to the actual population of patients in the clinical trials used as a basis for these simulations.

Since the time-to-event model was developed with data from ESL 1,200 and 1,600 mg QD regimens using the semiparametric extended Cox proportional hazards model, the underlying assumption of risk over time (baseline survival) inherent within the estimated model was dependent upon the observed data from these dosing regimens. To illustrate the predictive ability of the model, Table 3 provides the observed overall study exit rates from the Phase 3 trials and the corresponding model-predicted study exit rates at Day 112 for the 1,200 and 1,600 mg regimens (assuming the median $C_{\text{min}}$ for each dose group) by baseline number of AEDs. There is good concordance between the observed and model-predicted study exit rates for the 1,200 and 1,600 mg doses, thus demonstrating that the time to study exit model was unbiased and predicted the data well, except for a slight underprediction bias of the 1,200 mg regimen with 2 baseline AEDs.

When the baseline survival based on the 1,200 and 1,600 mg dose groups in the Phase 3 trials was used to simulate outcomes with 800 mg QD, the predicted study exit rate was similar to that of the 1,200 mg QD dose regimen (21%). In order to simulate responses for the lower dose regimen of 800 mg that were more predictive of the expected higher risk associated with a lower dose, the baseline survival (risk over time) was adjusted by an empirical factor of 1.75 ([1200 mg/2] = 1400 mg/800 mg) for extrapolation of the lower dose regimen.

Table 2 Comparison of demographic characteristics from the actual patients in the eslicarbazepine acetate monotherapy trials and virtual patients in 500 simulated clinical trials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient characteristic</th>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Monotherapy trials (N=296)</th>
<th>Virtual patients (N=75,000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>83.0 (23.8)</td>
<td>83.0 (23.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>79.1</td>
<td>79.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minimum, maximum</td>
<td>39, 188</td>
<td>40, 188</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of baseline AEDs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>n (%)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>199 (67.2)</td>
<td>500,000 (66.7)</td>
<td>250,000 (33.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>97 (32.8)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gender

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>n (%)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>150 (50.7)</td>
<td>380,189 (50.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>146 (49.3)</td>
<td>369,811 (49.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: SD, standard deviation; AED, antiepileptic drug.

Table 3 Comparison of observed and model-predicted study exit rates for ESL 1,200 and 1,600 mg once daily, by baseline number of AEDs with the simulated results for ESL 800 mg once daily

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Baseline number of AEDs</th>
<th>Dose (mg)</th>
<th>Observed study exit rate overall (%)</th>
<th>Model-predicted median study exit rate at day 112 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,600</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,600</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>34.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>66.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *Assuming median value for $C_{\text{min}}$.

Abbreviations: AED, antiepileptic drug; ESL, eslicarbazepine acetate; NA, not applicable.

Simulated median exit rates (95% prediction intervals) at 112 days for virtual patients receiving ESL monotherapy at a dose of 800 mg QD were 34.9% (32.0%–37.9%) for patients taking 1 AED at baseline and 66.6% (62.4%–70.6%) for those taking 2 AEDs at baseline. The 95% upper prediction limit for the exit rate at 112 days for patients taking 1 AED at baseline of 37.9% was below the 65.3% threshold based on historical control. However, the 95% upper limit for the exit rate at 112 days for those patients taking 2 AEDs at baseline (ie, 70.6%) was above the historical control threshold as shown in Figure 2. Thus, the model-based simulations suggest that ESL 800 mg QD reduces seizure-related study exits compared with the historical control in patients who convert from 1 previous AED.

Figure 2 Simulated survival probability versus time, for ESL 800 mg once daily, by number of AEDs taken during baseline.

Notes: Data are medians (dashed lines) and 95% prediction intervals (shaded regions) for survival probability. The solid line at 0.347 represents the historical control threshold for study exit (1–0.347=0.653).

Abbreviations: AED, antiepileptic drug; ESL, eslicarbazepine acetate.
Figure 3 shows the median probability of survival (remaining in the study) over time for patient subgroups defined by quartiles of eslicarbazepine $C_{\text{min}}$ for patients converting from 1 baseline AED (left panel) or 2 baseline AEDs (right panel). The results indicate that during conversion to ESL 800 mg QD, the probability of survival is greater for patients who convert from 1 baseline AED, than for patients who convert from 2 previous AEDs, and in addition, patients with higher eslicarbazepine exposure ($C_{\text{min}}$) are predicted to have a higher probability of survival as compared to those with lower eslicarbazepine exposure ($C_{\text{min}}$).

**Discussion**

The efficacy of conversion to ESL monotherapy as treatment for POS was demonstrated in 2 clinical trials where study exit by meeting predefined exit criteria (signifying worsening seizure control) was the primary endpoint. Subjects whose POS were medically uncontrolled on 1 or 2 AEDs were converted to ESL 1,200 or 1,600 mg QD monotherapy. Pooled exit rates from the 18-week, double-blind treatment periods in the 2 studies were 20.6% (95% CI: 15.6%–26.7%) and 30.8% (95% CI: 23.0%–40.5%) for the 1,600 and 1,200 mg dose regimens at 112 days, respectively. These rates are well below the study exit rate for the historical control, representative of placebo/pseudo-placebo exit rates in 8 withdrawal-to-monotherapy trials, of 85.1%, with a lower bound of the 95% prediction interval of 65.3%. Use of these historical control data represented, at the time of these trials, the only FDA-accepted path to monotherapy approval that is also considered acceptable to the epilepsy community.

This report describes use of an extended Cox proportional hazards model to perform simulations of the exposure–response relationship with respect to time to study exit for ESL 800 mg QD monotherapy. This type of PKPD model was required due to the time-varying nature of eslicarbazepine exposure ($C_{\text{min}}$) resulting from titration to the maximal dose and accumulation to steady-state conditions. In this analysis, predicted study exit rates for subjects converting from 1 or 2 AEDs for treatment of POS to ESL monotherapy using a dosing regimen of ESL 800 mg QD were evaluated. Even when
considering the worst-case scenario, the 95% upper prediction limit for the exit rate at 112 days was below the 65.3% threshold for patients taking 1 AED at baseline (37.9%) but above the threshold for those taking 2 AEDs at baseline (70.6%). This difference in predicted exit rates between patients converting from 1 versus 2 AEDs is not unexpected given this patient population with refractory partial epilepsy. It is likely that patients who had received 2 AEDs had required more drug in an effort to provide adequate seizure control, consistent with the presence of more treatment refractory disease, relative to those subjects who received 1 baseline AED. It should be noted that patients receiving 2 AEDs at baseline were only included in the Phase 3 monotherapy trials if they were not receiving maximum doses of both drugs, otherwise one might expect the likelihood of success to be even lower, thereby requiring higher doses of ESL. This consideration is somewhat hypothetical, as it would not be anticipated that a patient receiving maximum doses of 2 antiepileptics in a clinical practice setting would be considered to convert to monotherapy.

In the simulations, study exit rate was predicted every other week to be consistent with the protocol-specified study visits scheduled according to defined study periods in the design of the ESL monotherapy clinical trials. To assess whether the frequency of study exit rate prediction influenced the simulation results, alternative frequencies of prediction (eg, every week) were also evaluated. However, the findings from testing of these other prediction frequencies indicated that the use of frequencies of assessment other than every other week had little influence on the simulation results.

Prior to incorporation of the empirical dose-related adjustment to the baseline survival distribution, initial simulations resulted in an apparent overprediction of efficacy from the eslicarbazepine 800 mg QD regimen such that the predicted exit rate at 112 days was similar to the observed rate for the 1,200 mg dose regimen. While model-based extrapolation is fraught with some inherent risk of inappropriate conclusion, after consideration of the marginal contributions of the baseline survival distribution, the number of AEDs at baseline, and the effect of eslicarbazepine exposure on the predicted survival probability from the time-to-event model, it was determined that the baseline survival distribution likely exerted a greater influence on the model than eslicarbazepine exposure. This may be due to the use of data from only 2 dose levels (ie, 1,200 and 1,600 mg QD) with overlapping exposure distributions in the development of the time-to-event model. Therefore, the baseline survival distribution required some adjustment to achieve logical and expected results for the 800 mg QD regimen. Although there would be no a priori expectation that the baseline survival distribution would differ based on randomized dose, the observed baseline survival distribution differed for the 1,200 and 1,600 mg QD dose groups. As such, sensitivity analyses were performed to select an empirical adjustment factor for the baseline survival distribution, appropriate for the 800 mg QD regimen. Ultimately, a factor of 1.75 was selected for the baseline survival distribution for 800 mg QD relative to the 1,200 and 1,600 mg regimens (consistent with the ratio of the average of the observed doses to the 800 mg dose) to extrapolate the model to appropriately simulate responses for the lower-dose regimen.

Overall, this simulation analysis was associated with several limitations that required assumptions to be made as described above. The risk of study exit over time (baseline survival) was dependent on the observed data, but it was shown that the observed and model-predicted study exit rate exhibited reasonable concordance. Since no actual observed data were available after administration of ESL 800 mg QD, an empirical adjustment of the baseline survival was required to allow for extrapolation to the lower 800 mg dosage regimen. In addition, predicted study exit rates for the ESL dose regimens were compared to the rate historical controls rather than actual placebo-treated subjects in the ESL conversion to monotherapy trials. This approach was considered the standard of practice at the time these studies were conducted.

Conclusion
Overall, the results of the simulations provide evidence that conversion to ESL 800 mg QD monotherapy may be possible for adults with POS who are taking 1 AED. Patients who are taking 2 AEDs are predicted to be more likely to meet the monotherapy clinical trial exit criteria (due to seizure worsening) when converted to a simulated 800 mg maintenance dose, so maintenance doses of ESL 1,200 or 1,600 mg QD should be considered if conversion from 2 AEDs to ESL monotherapy is contemplated. Since these results are based on clinical trials specifically designed to convert patients from their prior AED therapy to ESL monotherapy, the dosing recommendations provided herein should not be extrapolated for use in patients receiving ESL 800 mg QD monotherapy as initial treatment of POS.
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